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Abstract
In spite of being a minor cellular subset, cancer stem cells (CSCs) fundamentally contribute to intra-tumor heterogeneity.
With the biological features of self-renewal and differentiation, CSCs confer a driving force for malignant recurrence and
anti-cancer drug resistance in oncologic patients, which highlight an unmet clinical need calling for innovative medicine to
come up. Due to the elusiveness of specific biomarkers and biological regulation for CSCs, a number of precisely targeted
therapeutic approaches against CSCs are at their infancy far from reaching the clinic. However, we have herein been able to
sort out three groups of CSC inhibitors which are clinically available, and proposed to take the advantages of these drugs
to improve the therapeutic efficacy of existing anti-cancer treatments.
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Background
It has been well known that cancer represents a highly heterogeneous disease owning to significant advances in cellular and molecular biology since the twenty first century. Although arising from
a single cell or a few cells initially, all tumors inevitably undergo
a series of patho-biological processes including clonal expansion,
genetic diversification and macro-/micro-environment selection,
consequently evolving into neoplastic disorders with profound
heterogeneity at clinical phases [1, 2]. Tumor cell heterogeneity
may present differential subtypes between individual cases with
a same neoplasm as evidenced by distinct molecular signatures
such as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and K-RAS,
thus being referred as inter-tumor heterogeneity [3, 4] which has
recently inspired the conceptual emergence of precision (or personalized) medicine. On the other hand, intra-tumor heterogeneity defines a hierarchical organization of cellular subpopulations
within a given cancer tissue, of which one minor subset at the
apex is termed cancer stem cells (CSCs) [2, 5]. The latter have
been increasingly concerned in the fields of both cancer biology
and innovational medicine because CSCs are believed to provide
a fundamental driving force for malignant progression and therapeutic resistance [5, 6].

CSC subpopulation was originally discovered from a hematologic malignancy two decades ago. Acute myeloid leukemia (AML)
cells were surprisingly revealed to be a heterogeneous population, in which a subset bearing CD34+CD38-, the biomarker of
hematopoietic stem cells (HSC), exerted a hundred fold higher
oncogenic activity than that of CD34+CD38+and CD34- fractions
[7]. Moreover, the study with xenografted animals demonstrated
that CD34+CD38- cells were able to expand and to differentiate
into a heterogeneous AML cell population mimicking the pattern
of the patient’s primary disease [6]. Later on, fractional heterogeneity and CSC activities were further uncovered in CD34- or
CD38+ AML cells, suggesting that there may be multiple CSC
subsets with divergent genetic background besides HSC source
[8]. Likewise, CSC subsets have been subsequently determined
in other types of leukemia beyond AML. In fields of solid tumors, breast CSCs were firstly identified and well characterized as
CD44+CD24- cell subpopulation, which has undergone a number
of genetic alterations linked to the malignant pathogenesis while
still sharing certain functional properties with those of normal
breast stem cells [6, 9]. In similar scenarios, CSCs have been accumulatively identified in many more types of solid tumors such
as CD44+CD24+ cells for pancreatic malignancy, CD133+ cells for
brain/colon/lung cancer, among others [10].
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Biological Properties
In spite of substantial progress in cancer biology during recent
years, the biological origin of CSCs is yet to be precisely delineated. To date, it has been generally noticed that, while stem cells
in normal tissues can be malignantly transformed to CSCs and in
turn to initiate neoplasms, conversely differentiated tumor cells
display considerable plasticity to resume certain stemness features
under certain pathological circumstances such as molecular alterations in cancer cells or in the adjacent microenvironment [6, 10].
These phenomena help to understand that CSCs present divergent cues of genetic background and highly variable frequencies
from 0.0001% to 25% depending upon distinct tumor types and
biological contexts within tumors [11]. However, there is a consensus that CSCs share several critical properties biologically with
normal stem cells, including self-renewal and differentiation into
multiple lineages of progeny cells [10, 11]. CSCs hold the capacity
to renew themselves indefinitely in an undifferentiated state, to
play a role of the “seeds” in tumor growth. In addition, CSCs can
undergo asymmetric division to differentiate into more matured
progeny cancer cells which mainly contribute to bulk building up
of tumors [11, 12].
Not surprisingly, there are complex cellular/molecular regulating
networks that contribute to promoting CSC phenotypes. Binding of cytokines to their cognate receptors activates the signaling cascades of Janus kinases-signal transducers and activators of
transcription (JAK-STATs), among which JAK2 activation and
STAT3 phosphorylation have been revealed to augment survival
in myelo-proliferative neoplasms and solid tumors, respectively
[13, 14]. Impressively, hyper-activity of EGFR (EGFRvIII in particular) –AKT pathway has been identified as the key signaling
cascade for up-regulation of glioma CSCs, being linked to poor
clinical prognosis [15]. Besides some shared biomarkers with normal stem cells, the key functional phenotypes of CSCs, such as
self-renewal, are driven by several common stemness signaling
pathways which have been inactivated or minimized in matured
tissue physiologically. For example, Wnt/β-catenin signaling is upregulated in the CSCs of breast, colon and liver, whereas Hedgehog or/and Notch pathways are activated in the CSCs of brain,
lung, pancreas and prostate [12, 14, 16]. Moreover, several core
transcriptional factors for pluri-potency, such as sex determining
region Y-box 2 (SOX2) and octamer-binding transcription factor
4 (OCT4), have been demonstrated to contribute to driving CSCs
in a wide variety of tumors [14, 16]. In addition, the components
in tumor microenvironment, including hypoxia inducible factor1α (HIF-1α/nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) activation under hypoxic
conditions and transformation growth factor (TGF-β secreted
from stromal cells, substantially augment CSC activities [5, 17].

Clinical Implications
Metastasis distinguishes malignancies from benign tumors pathologically, and represents a significant cause of patients’ mortality
in clinical oncology. It has been recognized that cancer metastasis
is driven by comprehensive contributing forces, including invasion capability of malignant cells and the responsive microenvironment (metastatic niche) [8, 17]. Whereas, only a small portion of cancer cells with the stemness features are able to detach
from the primary tumor, and migrate to distant organs, to form
metastatic malignancies [6, 18]. Accumulated evidence demon-
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strates that CSCs from a broad spectrum of cancer types bear
highly up-regulated signaling activity of C-X-C motif chemokine
12 (CXCL12)/C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4) axis,
which is known to play a central role in cancer cell migration and
dissemination [12, 19]. In cases of epithelial malignancies (carcinomas), a pathological alteration termed epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) of cancer cells can be induced, at least in
part, by a variety of stressful conditions in tumor microenvironment [12, 20]. Upon EMT, the malignant cells are noticed to have
acquired biological features of CSCs such as constitutive activation of Wnt signaling cascade, and thus been conferred the capacity of detaching from primary tissue to commit metastasis [6, 20].
Although targeted therapeutic approaches developed in the last
two decades have improved clinical efficacy and minimized adverse effects compared with conventional treatments, the emerging drug-resistant problems still present a challenging issue [21].
A growing body of evidence indicates that CSCs play a significant
role in the resistance to both traditional treatments and targeted
therapy, thus making most malignant diseases at advanced stages un-curable by available drugs [1, 5]. It has been revealed that
CSCs may consist of a quiescent or dormant subset with slowcycling cellular process, to escape traditional chemotherapeutic
compounds that kill rapidly dividing cells within a tumor mass
through DNA damage or the related enzymatic inhibition [6].
Meanwhile, multiple drug resistance (MDR) gene-encoded protein transporters are highly up-regulated in CSCs in a wide variety
of tumor types, and therefore lead to diminished therapeutic efficacy upon the dysregulated pharmacokinetic processes such as
increased drug efflux out of responding cells [6, 22]. On the other
hand, disease gene mutations and redundant activation of additional pro-survival signaling pathways have been identified as the
major mechanisms of resistance to targeted therapeutic agents
[21], which frequently occur in CSCs, including K-RAS mutations
in colorectal tumors [12] and Wnt/β-catenin activation in breast
cancer [9, 14], respectively.

Drug Repositioning
Metformin is a frequently prescribed medicine for type 2 diabetes
and metabolic syndrome, through multiple mechanisms of action including insulin sensitization of muscle and adipocytes. In
particular, epidemiological investigations have revealed the lower
morbidity and mortality of cancer in diabetic patients treated
with metformin, due at least partially to activation of 5-adenosine
monophosphate activated protein kinase (AMPK) and inhibition of mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway [23].
Moreover, metformin was found to suppress CSC phenotypes in
various tumors such as CD133+ and CD44+/CD24 cells in pancreatic and breast cancers, respectively [23, 24]. In recent years,
several clinical trials are ongoing to test metformin as a potential
anti-cancer agent. There has been some evidence suggesting that
metformin suppresses cancer proliferation biomarkers in patients
[25], and improves the survival of resectable pancreatic cancer
[26].
Aspirin has been historically utilized to control pain, fever, various
inflammatory disorders, and later on to prevent inflammation-associated malignancies such as colorectal cancer. For instance, lowdose aspirin application for over 3 years was capable of reducing
colon cancer incidence by 25% in the clinic [17]. Interestingly,
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aspirin has recently been discovered to inhibit CSC phenotypes in
pancreatic cancer via suppressing an array of stemness signaling
molecules including NF-kB and SOX2, to subsequently re-sensitize the malignant cells to gemcitabine [27]. As a result, it has also
been noticed that dosing aspirin can minimize local spread and
distant metastasis of cancer. Impressively, long-term daily use of
aspirin was observed to reduce the systemically spreading cancer
by 31%-55% [17, 28].
Disulfiram is an inhibitor of the aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH),
and has been clinically used for over a half century to treat alcoholism. Given that up-regulation of ALDH represents one of the
biochemical hallmarks of CSCs [9], disulfiram was lately explored
further for potential effects on oncologic biology. It has been
demonstrated that disulfiram diminishes growth and self-renewal
of CSCs in brain tumors, by means of inhibiting ALDH, NF-kB,
polo-like kinase 1 and modulating B-cell lymphoma (Bcl-2) family
proteins [25, 29]. Meanwhile, disulfiram was also found to suppress CSCs and to overcome anti-cancer drug resistance in triplenegative breast cancer cells [30]. Moreover in a phase IIb clinical
trial, the addition of disulfiram to an existing chemo-therapeutic
regimen was well tolerated and able to improve survival of patients with newly diagnosed non-small cell lung cancer [31].
Salinomycin was originally developed as a veterinary drug to control coccidial infection in poultry feed, and to improve nutrient
absorption in farmed pigs. Interestingly, salinomycin has been
recently discovered to be preferentially toxic to CSCs in a broad
spectrum of cancer types, such as CD44+/CD24- cells in breast
cancer and CD133+ cells in pancreatic cancer [32, 33]. In terms of
the underlying mechanisms, it has been noticed that salinomycin
suppresses MDR protein function and induce CSC death upon
impairment of mitochondrial function, excessive reactive oxygen
species (ROS) generation [6, 22]. Besides, salinomycin is also capable of inhibiting several stemness-signaling pathways including
Wnt/β- catenin and Akt/mTOR cascades [14, 23]. Moreover,
clinical studies demonstrate that salinomycin can deliver marked
therapeutic benefits to oncologic patients, as evidenced by inducing a regression of metastatic lesions in triple-negative breast cancer and extending progression free time in drug-resistant squamous cell carcinoma [33].

CSC - Signaling Inhibitors
The phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt/mTOR signaling
pathways are frequently activated in a number of cancer types,
and play a master regulating role in many aspects of onco-pathogenesis, such as proliferation/survival, angiogenesis, metabolism
and differentiation [5, 34]. Moreover, activation of mTOR complex has been linked to tumorigenicity of glioblastoma stem-like
cells, ALDH1 activity in colorectal CSCs, epithelial-mesenchymal
transition (EMT) in prostate cancer, and resistance to conventional medicines [12, 34]. In this regard, PI3K/mTOR cascade is
emerging as one of the attractive targets for pharmaceutical innovation, and a few mTOR inhibitors have so far been approved by
FDA of USA to treat renal cell cancer. In particular, everolimus
appeared to confer better overall survival (OS) benefits than tersirolimus, to progressed renal cell carcinoma [35].
Binding of cytokines, such as interleukine-6 (IL-6), to their cognate receptors activates JAK-STAT signaling network, which in
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turn promotes certain malignant behaviors and therapeutic resistance in an array of tumor types [13, 17, 36]. In particular, Stat3
has been noticed to enhance survival and proliferation of CSCs
in breast, colon and prostate, while IL-6 was revealed to augment
cancer cell resistance to conventional treatments through activating cell cycle-regulating proteins [14, 17]. Interestingly, tocilizumab, an IL-6 blocking antibody originally approved for treatment
of auto-immunity-mediated inflammatory disorders, appeared
to be capable of improving therapeutic outcomes of progressed
malignancies in the clinic [37]. Moreover, the JAK inhibitor ruxolitinib has been recently shown to deliver a survival benefit to the
patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer [38].
Wnt/-catenin, Hedgehog and Notch signaling cascades represent
three of the fundamental regulating pathways for proper embryonic development, and are physiologically inactivated in most
adult tissues except maintenance of certain normal stem cells
[14]. To date, hyper-activities of these signaling events have been
increasingly identified in CSCs, and linked to therapeutic resistance and metastasis, in a variety of malignant disorders including breast, colon and pancreatic cancers [5, 9, 12]. Intriguingly,
niclosamide, a traditional anti-helminthic medicine, has been rediscovered to suppress several CSC-signaling pathways such as
Wnt/β-catenin, STAT3 and mTOR, therefore diminishing cancer
metastasis [17, 39]. On the other hand, vismodegib, a hedgehog inhibitor approved for basal cell carcinoma, has been demonstrated
to improve clinical outcomes of patients with medulloblastoma
[40]. Lately, an antibody-drug conjugate rovalpituzumab tesirine
(SC16LD 6.5) targeting the Notch activator delta-like protein 3
(DLL3) has been noticed to exert an impressive response rate in
the patients with refractory/drug-resistant small-cell lung cancer
in a phase 1 clinical trial [41].
Chemokine CXCL12 produced by the stromal tissue recruits the
responding receptor CXCR4-expressing cancer cells through
chemo-attraction, thereby promoting malignant cell migration
and metastasis [21]. While CXCL12 protein appears highly expressed in organs that are noticed to be the common sites of
malignant metastasis including liver, lung and bone marrow,
CXCR4 is significantly up-regulated in CSCs of a wide variety
of neoplasms, such as CD44+/CD24- cells and CD133+ cells in
breast and pancreatic cancers, respectively [11, 12]. In this regard,
plerixaflor, a CXCR4 inhibitor initially approved to mobilize hematopoietic stem cells to the peripheral blood for collection and
subsequent autologous transplantation, has recently been revealed
to re-sensitize refractory leukemic cells to the chemotherapy, and
therefore improve an overall complete remission [42].

Herb Medicines
Ginseng (Ren-shen) represents one of the most popularly used
herb medicines in the clinic, exerting a wide array of therapeutic
effects including immune modulation, anti-oxidation, anti-inflammation, and anti-oncogenesis [43]. In particular, ginseng has been
utilized to prevent the occurrence or recurrence of several gastroenterological cancers, and to minimize toxicities of traditional
radio-/chemo-therapies in clinical oncology [44]. Impressively,
ginseng extracts, confer numerous biological effects, of which
ginsenoside Rg3 inhibits NF-kB and in turn down-regulates a
number of pro-survival proteins including Bcl-2 and cyclin D1,
whereas ginsenoside Rh1 diminishes JAK1-STAT3 signaling ac-
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tivities. In addition, ginseng extracts can also enhance the sensitivity of malignant cells to several anti-cancer compounds via
suppressing MDR gene expression [43].
Turmeric (Jiang-huang) represents an herbaceous plant of the
ginger family which has been historically used to treat inflammatory disorders in Asia [44, 45]. As the major active compound
in Turmeric, curcumin is a traditionally known cooking spice,
and intriguingly able to exert a number of pharmacological efficacies against several pathological conditions of human [45].
Particularly, curcumin has been recently noticed to deliver clinical benefits to the patients with some types of malignancies such
as enhancing progression free survival (PFS) in pancreatic cancer
and improving histological grades bladder cancer [46]. The potential anti-cancer mechanisms by curcumin impact on many facets
of onco-pathogenesis including inhibition of cyclin D1, STAT3
and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [45]. Moreover,
it has been revealed that curcumin reduces malignant metastasis
depending upon suppressing CSCs in breast cancer [47].
Shenqi fuzheng (SQFZ) injection, an herbal formula consisting of
Radix astragali (Huang-qi) and Codonopsis pilosula (Dan-shen),
has been approved by China’s FDA to treat several major chronic
diseases including cancer. The clinical trials have demonstrated

that SQFZ improved response rates and alleviated toxicities upon
chemo-/radio-therapies in the patients with advanced cancers of
lung, breast, colon, and others [44, 45]. The therapeutic mechanisms of active components in this herb formula are complex,
and appear going through at least two aspects of augmenting antitumor immunity as well as inhibiting CSC-linked phenotypes. In
particular, extracts of Radix astragali was noticed to inhibit lung
cancer cell migration via down-regulating NF-kB signaling and
IL-6 production [48]. On the other hand, Codonopsis pilosula extracts were revealed to suppress invasion, migration and the CSC
marker protein (CD44) expression in ovarian cancer cells [49].
Yangzheng Xiaoji (YZXJ) capsule was developed from a traditional Chinese medicine formula composed of 16 herbs including
Radix astragali, Ginseng, among others. To date, YZXJ has been
able to deliver clinical benefits to patients with liver, breast, lung
and gastrointestinal cancers, as evidenced by improving therapeutic efficacies and reducing adverse events of existing anti-cancer
treatments [17, 44]. Whereas the underlying mechanisms of action for YZXJ are yet to be well defined, emerging data support
its multiple targeting effects on many aspects of cancer biology.
Impressively, it has been revealed that YZXJ diminishes tumor
growth and angiogenesis, via down-regulating hepatocyte growth
factor (HGF)/c-MET signaling in malignant cells and focal ad-

Table1. Representative Anti-CSC Drugs.
Group

Drug
repositioning

Name

Mechanism
of action

Metformin

Inhibits AMPK, mTOR

Aspirin

Inhibits NF-kB, SOX2

Everolimus

Inhibits ALDH, NF-kB,
BCL-2
Inhibits MDR, Wnt/bcatenin, AKT/mTOR
Inhibits mTOR

Tocilizumab

Inhibits IL-6

Disulfiram
Salinomycin

Ruxolitinib

Inhibits JAK
Inhibits Wnt/ b-catenin,
CSC-signaling Niclosamide
STAT3
inhibitors
Vismodegib
Inhibits Hedgehog
Plerixaflor
SC16LD6.5
Ginseng
Herb
medicines

Curcumin
Shenqi
fuzheng
Yangzheng
Xiaoji

Inhibits CXCR4
Blocking DLL3
Inhibits MDR,
NF-kB
Inhibits STAT3, VEGF,
cyclinD1
Boosts immunity;
Inhibits IL-6, CD44
Inhibits FAK, HGF/cMET, PI3K/AKT

Preclinical
efficacy
Reduce CD133+,
CD44+CD24- cells
Anti-metastasis, anti-drug
resistance
Anti-drug resistance
Reduce CD133+,
CD44+CD24- cells
Anti-drug resistance

Clinical
indications

References

Pancreatic cancer

[23-26]

Colorectal cancer

[17, 27, 28]

Non-small cell lung
cancer
Breast cancer, squamous cell carcinoma
Renal cancer

[29-31]
[22, 23, 32, 33]

Anti-drug resistance

Lung cancer

Anti-metastasis

Pancreatic cancer

[34, 35]
[14, 37]
[36, 38]

Anti-metastasis

Breast, colon cancer

[12, 39]

Anti-drug resistance
Anti-metastasis,
Anti-drug resistance
Anti-drug resistance
Reduces recurrence, treatment toxicity,
Anti-metastasis
Anti-metastasis,
Anti-drug resistance
Reduces angiogenesis,
treatment toxicity,

Basal cell cancer,
medulloblastoma
Leukemia
Refractory small cell
lung cancer
Lung, liver, gastric,
colon cancer
Pancreatic, bladder
cancer
Lung, breast, colon
cancer
Liver, Lung, breast,
colon cancer

[17, 40]
[12, 21, 41, 42]
[43, 44]
[44-47]
[44, 45, 48, 49]
[17, 44, 50, 51]

CSC cancer stem cell, AMPK 5-adenosine monophosphate activated protein kinase, mTOR mammalian target of rapamycin, NF-kB
nuclear factor-kB, SOX 2 sex determining region Y-box 2, ALDH aldehyde dehydrogenase, BCL-2 B-cell lymphoma-2, MDR multiple drug resistance, IL-6 interleukine-6, JAK Janus kinases, STAT signal transducers and activators of transcription, CXCR4 C-X-C
chemokine receptor type 4, DLL3 delta-like protein 3, VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor, FAK focal adhension kinase, HGF
hepatocyte growth factor, PI3K phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase.
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hension kinase (FAK) activity in endothelial cells [44, 50]. Moreover, YZXJ appears to suppress some CSC-associated pathological
processes such as invasion and migration of cancer cells upon
inhibiting PI3K/AKT signaling cascade [51].

Perspective
A growing body of evidence demonstrates that oncologic disease
is highly heterogeneous at various biological levels, in which CSCs
fundamentally drive intra-tumor heterogeneity [1, 5]. Although
it has been two decades since the first CSC subpopulation was
identified from human leukemia, CSC theory is so far still facing some challenges that need to be solved, such as the precise
origin of CSCs and more specific/functional biomarkers [9, 12].
However, there has been a common sense that CSC research will
not only confer a better understanding of onco-pathogenesis, but
also more importantly wave deep implications in clinical management of oncology. It is well conceived that eliminating CSCs can
significantly improve therapeutic outcomes of existing treatments
for cancer patients through overcoming drug-resistance and diminishing metastasis/recurrence, to optimally cure cancer [6, 21].
As a recently highlighted concept, precision medicine takes the
advantages of selective biomarkers to predict therapeutic sensitivity, and thus enhances the likelihood of right drug(s) for each
individual patient [17]. Accordingly, it should be noted that the
coverage of surrogate biomarkers needs to go beyond rapidly dividing cells which are the dominant population in a tumor bulk,
and to capture CSC signatures which are poorly represented in a
whole cancer tissue genome [6]. In this regard, alternative sample
sources such as circulating tumor cells and gene/micro-RNA profiling in combination with the clinical situations appear capable of
conveniently giving additional information regarding prognosis
and therapeutic response [52-54]. Not surprisingly, personalized
anti-CSC medicines are increasingly of interest to clinical oncology and pharmaceutical innovation, in order to maximize efficacious outcomes of the existing therapeutic approaches in clinical
oncology.
Anti-CSC strategy holds a promise to come up with smarter weapons to support human’s defensive war against cancer. Whereas the
known CSC biomarkers are only relatively specific and the comprehensive regulatory machinery of CSC dynamic is yet to be well
established, the innovative approaches of highly selective targeting CSCs, such as blocking the cell surface biomarkers or inducing
mature differentiation, are still in their infancy far from reaching
the clinical practice [6, 8, 12]. To circumvent this issue, we have
instead sorted out those anti-CSC medicines clinically available,
which are intriguingly from drug repositioning, stemness-associated signaling inhibitors and herb remedies, respectively (Table 1).
Hence, insights derived herein renew a lesson that serendipitous/
clinical observations and disease biology-driven innovation can
still inspire us with a productive portfolio to advance the therapeutic means against cancer and perhaps beyond [21, 55].
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